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ABSTRACT

Cement skyscrapers, the smell of automobile exhaust, turned down faces of
strangers. New York City during the Great Depression was at odds with the founding
fathers’ vision of America as a shining City Upon a Hill. Anna Sokolow’s feelings about the
modern urban landscape, the deadening isolation that often accompanies it, and its
forsaken twentieth century anti-hero inspired her to create her celebrated and influential
1955 piece, Rooms. In this dance, Sokolow explores the uncanny loneliness that can affect
those living in close quarters to others, specifically in busy, gritty, urban post-war America.
During the first half of the twentieth century dancemakers and artists alike were creating a
growing body of work that we can now refer to as Americana. These were works that selfconsciously drew upon a wide range of American themes and stereotypes. While the politics
and aesthetics of Americana are diverse, including work based on such themes as the
American Frontier, and African American heritage, this thesis explores Rooms as a case
study of a sub-genre I refer to as Dystopic Americana. This thesis represents the use of the
Labanotation score of Rooms and historical research. I begin with introductory and
contextual information about the study in general and Rooms specifically, followed by a
general definition of Americana. I then explore three broad types of Americana: Mythic
America, the African American Experience, and Dystopic America. Sokolow’s Rooms is a
work of Dystopic Americana. I then go on to explain three major themes characteristic of
Dystopic Americana and present in Rooms: the modern, urban landscape, isolation and
loneliness, and the anti-hero. From these investigations I draw conclusions about the
experience of embodied research and argue for the synthesis of history and dance
reconstruction as a model of best practices in the field.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

You can look in any direction and you’ll see the same thing on every side:
weatherworn cement buildings, turned down faces of those passing by. The roar of vehicles
zipping by dances in your ears, and the smell of their exhaust assaults your olfactory sense.
You bump into another body, but in the person’s face you only see a stranger. Every face
you look into is unfamiliar and uncomfortable. You’re trapped in a manmade jungle of
skyscrapers and pavement. You only find isolation in the home you have made for yourself.
This is the landscape about which Anna Sokolow created the celebrated and influential
work, Rooms, in 1955. In this piece, Sokolow examines the scalding loneliness that can
affect people living even in the closest proximity to others, specifically in the hustle and
bustle of a new urban post-World-War II America. Her work did not feature the archetypal
characters so often seen in modern dance choreography of the period, but rather put
relatable, pedestrian characters on stage. Although the dance was created within the
context of 1950s New York City, and the beginning of the Cold War, it continues to resonate
with audiences and performers who experience the work in ways that transcend specific
location.
As World War II ended, the Americana1 trend that had emerged in the decades
preceding the end of the war became more prevalent and diversified. There was an
evolution, particularly evident in artistic developments, from an interest in historic legends
and mythic heroes to an examination of the modern condition and the everyman. That
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The term Americana refers, in the arts, to works of art that were being produced on and
about American culture, history, and condition during the first half of the twentieth
century.
1

introspection wasn’t a glorified look at the way a common life could be seen as heroic. This
new Americana was manifested in many ways in literature, theatre, visual art, and dance.
Within the realm of dance, while this thesis specifically discusses Americana in modern
dance, this trend was present in ballet, movie-musicals, and other forms as well. Modern
dance is examined in this thesis because it represented a truly homegrown and American
art form that did not come from traditions taken from European dance. In dance, three
notable trends emerged, which for the purposes of this thesis I have defined as: Mythic
America, the African American Experience, and Dystopic America. This study will examine
Anna Sokolow’s Rooms within the broad context of early to mid-century Americana, and as
a representative of the Dystopic trend in both its general thematic treatment and its
specific choreographic interpretation.
American modern dance emerged around the turn of the twentieth century,
catalyzed and influenced by several contemporary concerns. It was closely related to the
desire to establish a serious art form in America, as well as a means to express and address
women’s issues and dress reform. For the first time, women were not just dancers and
performers for the entertainment of men under the direction of men; they were
choreographers, thinkers, performers, and artistic directors. They were dominating the
impetus of dance becoming a serious art form in American society. Women were not only
creating schools dedicated to this new kind of dance; they were also publishing literature on
artistic goals and innovations. They represented the strong, independent new woman that
was taking society by storm.2 Dance was no longer based on spectacle, or an attempted
imitation of European tradition, but rather movement was meant to invoke meaningful,
visceral reactions in the American culture and audiences viewing it, and it was being
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Nancy Reynolds, and Malcolm McCormick, No Fixed Points: Dance in the Twentieth
Century, (New Haven: Yale, 2003), 1.
2

developed into codified techniques. This important shift was a reexamination of the
establishment of art in America after the country had matured enough to seek its own voice
and sources for inspiration.
In the early twentieth century, modern dance, still in its infancy, was deeply
influenced by “Orientalism”3 and Ethnic Exotica, and artists looked outside of American
culture for inspiration. Many dance pioneers were looking to Eastern cultures and often
made dances based on only a rudimentary exposure to the forms they sought to emulate.
The desire stemmed from an interest in what was not American, and from a desire to
explore what had already existed in order to find an American voice.4 Before this, America
did not have a homegrown concert dance tradition. Imitation of traditional styles gave
choreographers a way to cultivate a truly American style. Isadora Duncan, influenced in
part by late nineteenth century Neoclassicism, looked to nature and ancient Greece for
inspiration. Ruth St. Denis, however, was a “rarefied creature who personified at various
times a peacock, a goddess, a virgin, and a queen.”5 She combined her musicality and love of
performance with “the study of yoga and Oriental religions” to inform the dances that she
choreographed.6 In her early work, she drew her inspiration from the spiritual practices in
which she was interested – primarily from India, Ancient Egypt, and “The Orient.” Though
this interest was specific, given the course of modern dance, “the philosophy and
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Orientalism is a term coined by literary theorist and professor, Edward Saïd in his 1978
text Orientalism in which he explains what he sees as false cultural assumptions made by
the western world that facilitate the misrepresentation of cultures of the Middle and Far
East. He suggests that there are cultural prejudices that come from a tradition of
romanticized images of Asian culture and served as justification for Colonialism.
3
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Jack Anderson, Ballet & Modern Dance: A Concise History, (Princeton: Princeton, 1986).
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Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 21.
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Marcia B. Siegel, The Shapes of Change: Images of American Dance, (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1979), 11.
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achievement that was Denishawn has filtered down through our whole dance history.”7
From Orientalism, the modern dance movement shifted toward an interest in putting
issues of social justice on stage, and exposing the problematic aspects of American culture
to concert dance audiences. With the onset of the Great Depression, the next generation of
modern dancers began “to focus on psychological and social struggles, or to dissect
movement itself.”8 No longer did we look to the East, and to cultures not our own, but
instead we looked to our own unique American identity.
Upon turning away from Orientalism, modern dance entered into what is sometimes
called “the Heroic Age of modern dance because so much was accomplished in so short a
time, against considerable odds, through the commitment and personal sacrifice of a small
group of extraordinarily talented individuals.”9 Up until that point, dance was coupled with
the decorum and elevated status of the aristocracy reflected in ballet and 19th century
European social dance and was not yet a reflection of American culture. The so-called “first
generation” of American modern dancers, generally products of the Denishawn School, such
as Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, and Charles Weidman, began to value dance as a
product and reflection of American culture, and a social force for which their bodies were
the tools. They developed new strategies in order to pursue their goals and endure in the
fledgling modern dance world; they developed and codified techniques and created master
works that survive today. This tradition was built with a “sense of dedication” and “a sense
that dance needs to create its own image and believe in that image because it has
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Siegel, The Shapes of Change, 14.
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Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 29.

9

Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 142.
4

renounced the established forms” and must thrive based on what it has created.10 The
distinctive voices of these modern dancer-choreographers emerged so clearly with such
cultural immediacy in large part because a “basic tenet of the entire modern-dance
movement was the discovery of personal vocabularies” and as a result, “students were
encouraged to choreograph from the beginning of their training.”11 As early as the 1930s
they had also begun to examine what it meant to dance American-ness, and a range of work
in what is now known as the genre of danced Americana began to emerge. Some
choreographers celebrated an idealized, mythic America. Others turned to the African
American experience, inspired by such traditions as the blues to reconcile the sorrow
experienced as a marginalized group in society, or honoring and celebrating their African
heritage. Finally, many modern dance choreographers moved into a phase of introspection
and examination of the human condition in 20th century American culture; Anna Sokolow’s

Rooms, choreographed in 1955, is an example of this kind of work.
Anna Sokolow’s Rooms is an investigation of the inner psyche of those living in close
physical proximity to, but in emotional isolation from, one another and the debilitating
loneliness that can accompany such a situation and living arrangement. Her work did not
feature the iconic American characters so often seen in modern dance choreography of the
period – figures like the cowboy, the frontiersman, or sailor who symbolized a confident
optimistic, and idealized America. Rather, she put the everyman, the anti-hero, on stage.
Sokolow’s work changed the landscape of modern dance, and brought new elements of
psychology to the stage. Rooms explored human emotion and consciousness in ways that
have been imitated, but cannot be duplicated. Her upbringing in New York City, her keen
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Siegel, The Shapes of Change, 14.
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Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 319.
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awareness of the loneliness facing the masses, and her rebellious nature informed much of
her work, which continues to resonate with contemporary audiences.
This project draws on a variety of traditional sources for research including
engagement with such primary sources as films and videos, interviews, books, journal
articles, and reviews. At the heart of this project is my analysis of the seventh section of

Rooms, “Day Dream,” a trio for women from Labanotation score. Labanotation is an
important resource for the dance community, and serves as an important research
component for me to write about the work as Dystopic Americana.
My introduction to historical reconstruction of dance occurred during my first
semester of undergraduate study. I expressed a desire to study dance to the chair of the
department, despite my limited training, and she encouraged me to attend company
auditions. I was cast in a reconstruction of Charles Weidman’s 1936 Lynchtown. This
restaging, however, went far beyond simply translating the work from Labanotation score,
and putting movement into my body. During this process the director and cast had “reading
sessions” during which we were provided or assigned to bring in readings, both historical
and contemporary, that related to the dance and allowed us to feel the heart of the work as
a historical piece, and as a piece that is still relevant to audiences today. It was through
this historical contextualization, and conscious consideration of present-day resonances
with the themes of this work such as social injustice and racism, that I discovered the
importance of historical dance, and the value of restaging historical work.
What I found most important about this experience is that dance history was
integrated into the reconstruction process and performance of a dance. Many dancers and
choreographers are hesitant to look at what has come before them because they “go to seek

6

the great perhaps”12 of movement that has never been seen before. I believe that we must
know where we came from in order to know where we’re going. To know where we came
from means that we must know what served as the impetus for movement when it was
created. The embodied experience has been one that has changed the way that I engage in
my art, and the way that I bring my passions for history and movement together. By
learning reconstructed movement from Labanotation score as well as employing the
language of movement analysis, I have had the opportunity to explore a new way of
researching movement. What effort does it take to perform this movement? What does
having the rhythm of gestures in your body say about why it was choreographed this way?
How does understanding its context change the intention with which a dancer performs,
and how does that in turn affect the audience? Insights about these issues and issues that
continue to stem from them as research continues can be gained through the reconstruction
process and teach us about the way dances were composed and the ways bodies were used
to create dance in our own history. It is through my research that I hope to create renewed
interest in a piece of choreography created in 1955, Anna Sokolow’s Rooms. This renewed
interest will be derived from and grow through the historical contextualization and analysis
of an excerpt of the Labanotation score for a contemporary audience to view and for
contemporary dancers to participate in.
Anna Sokolow was a modern choreographer coming of age in the very early years of
American modern dance and the emergence of an American concert dance tradition. Her
work displays an interest in the human psyche, revolutionary dance, and an exploration of
transmission of emotion. Many of her works, including Rooms, survive today in video form
and in Labanotation score, which has allowed subsequent generations of researchers access
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French Renaissance writer, doctor, humanist, monk and Greek scholar, François
Rabelais’, last words.
7

to her legacy in important ways. Rooms is the subject of this thesis identifying Dystopic
Americana in Sokolow’s New York-minded choreography.
Anna Sokolow was born February 9, 1910 in Hartford, Connecticut to RussianJewish immigrants who moved to New York City in 1912. This landscape from such an
early age shaped her work when she began dancing and choreographing. Sokolow began
dancing at the Emmanuel Sisterhood of Personal Services13 around 1919, where she and
her sister attended after-school classes. She recalls that “one day, I remember just looking
in the room and seeing them dance around, and I liked it. So I asked, “Could I join?” they
said yes, of course, and that was it. I joined the class and fell madly in love with dancing.”14
When she was 15 years old, the teachers at the sisterhood agreed they could teach her no
more, and arranged for her to continue her dance education at the Henry Street Settlement
House. Sokolow was committed to using her art as an impetus for social change and her
experience growing up poor in New York’s Lower East Side witnessing “social and economic
injustices at close range” made her a “champion of the proletarian point of view.”15
Sokolow continued to work with the Henry Street Settlement House and in 1928 was
given a full scholarship to The Course in Arts Related to the Theater. Martha Graham and
Louis Horst came in to train students, and it was through these Neighborhood Playhouse
classes that Sokolow explored many new ideas about movement and dance. In 1929, she
joined The Graham Company and began studying composition with Louis Horst. She
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The Emmanuel Sisterhood of Personal Services was one of many groups of women in New
York at the time who set out to better the lives of Jewish immigrants in America at the
beginning of the twentieth century. They personally assisted immigrants with a variety of
financial, vocational, educational, and social programs. Sokolow, then, benefited from the
educational dance program that was available through the Emmanuel Sisterhood.
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Warren, Larry, Anna Sokolow: The Rebellious Spirit, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Book Co.,
1991), 7.
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Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 321.
8

continued to dance with the Graham Company, but Sokolow felt most engaged with the
composition and choreography classes taught by Horst. Soon she was asked to be his
assistant, and further her studies in the art of making dances.16 Though she had been
learning to make her own dances, it wasn’t until 1936 that Sokolow showed her own work
in an evening-length concert at the 92nd Street Y. This first concert included works such as

Opening Dance, Romantic Dances, and Ballad (in a Popular Style). Over the next three
years, in the same space, Sokolow presented three concerts of her own work. She was
blossoming as a choreographer.
During this time, the American Labor Movement was highly influential to the dance
community. Mark Franko suggests in his book, The Work of Dance: Labor, Movement, and

Identity in the 1930s, that “emotionally extreme social and personal hardship could lead to
the excitement of action, rather than to passive depression.”17 He goes on to suggest that
the Labor Movement occurred because, “the economic and social deprivation caused by the
stock market crash of 1929 and the ensuing mass unemployment produced a new
sensibility of the body as a crucible of experience and an expressive instrument. Action
occupied the forefront of human concerns, and purposeful movement became the
occupational drama of life itself in life’s most physical and, some might argue, most
essential dimension.”18 Movement vocabulary of labor dances became gendered, and most
often male radical intellectuals “characterized radical female artists – particularly if they
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Jane Rebekah Kowal, How to do Things With Dance: Performing Change in Postwar
America, (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan, 2010), 90.

17

Mark Franko, The Work of Dance: Labor, Movement, and Identity in the 1930s,
(Middletown: Wesleyan, 2002), 2.

18

Ibid.
9

were modern dancers – as emotional rather than rational.”19 This included the work of
Sokolow.
In 1937 Sokolow gave a lecture at The New School, calling attention to the
differences between the inherent revolutionary nature of modern dance as an art form and
the idea of revolutionary dance. Sokolow embraced revolutionary causes, and “…created
socially trenchant works that struck a delicate balance between the sometimes
contradictory commitments of art and politics.”20 It was because of this commitment to the
intersections of politics and the arts, that Sokolow spent a great deal of time working in
Russia, Mexico, Israel, and on Broadway over the course of her career both teaching dance
and making dances. Mexico, Russia, and Israel were influential, not just because Sokolow
was creating dance there and cultivating the desire for dance to be brought there by local
nationals, but because of the political activism taking place in those countries. The Mexican
nation-state was still in an era of post-revolutionary reconstruction, and as a nation of
individuals they were developing a Mexican national identity. This resonated with
Sokolow’s American contemporaries who were seeking a homegrown American identity in
dance. She developed a training program and company in Mexico, which “provided strong
inspiration for numerous dances with strong ethnic coloration.”21 In World War II, Russia
had been an ally to the United States, taking Berlin in May 1945. This tenuous alliance
became the Cold War conflict. Sokolow’s affiliation with Russia was a return to her
Russian-Jewish heritage, rather than a political statement. In 1948 Israel had gained
independence, precipitating a mass Jewish migration there. Sokolow established a
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Franko, The Work of Dance, 46.
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Kowal, How to do Things With Dance: Performing Change in Postwar America, 91.
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Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 322.
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permanent affiliation with the Israeli Inbal dance company. These periods of political
change served as backdrop for Sokolow’s travels and were highly influential in the
development of her choreographic voice.
In late February 1955 Anna Sokolow premiered what was to become her signature
work, Rooms, at the 92nd Street Y. The work moved the audience and the consensus from
critics was that “something important had happened in American modern dance.”22 Upon
seeing the work influential dance critic John Martin23 wrote, “it is another of those studies
in quiet desperation, done in half light, slow motion, and with a desperation that is perhaps
even quieter than customary.”24 Another critic, Doris Hering, wrote in Dance Magazine that
the “audience was deeply stirred.”25
The dance opens as cool, white stage lights come up on eight dancers. There are four
men and four women seated in chairs, scattered around the stage, each in their own pool of
light. They sit on a barren stage, spaced widely apart. They wear pedestrian clothes and
look out toward the audience, no emotion registering on their blank faces. Rooms deals with
“the devastating aloneness that can grip people who cannot make contact with others
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Warren. The Rebellious Spirit, 119.

John Martin was a dance editor and critic for the New York Times from over thirty years.
He was the first of his kind in journalism because he wrote dance reviews from the dance
point of view, whereas prior to his appointment to the staff at the NYT, dance reviews were
often written by music critics. Despite having a theatrical background and little dance
training, he educated himself for the job – he even attended classes in ballet, and traveled
to Germany to familiarize himself with important developments in dance there. As a result
“he patiently educated an audience for modern dance and reinforced its exponents in their
efforts to arouse a largely apathetic public.” (Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points,
144).
23
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John Martin, "Dance: Study in Despair,” The New York Times, May 16, 1955, 26.
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Dance Notation Bureau, “Rooms,” (New York: Dance Notation Bureau Incorporated,
1980), xiii.
11

except on the most superficial level.”26 The dance was inspired by Sokolow’s observations
and experiences living in Manhattan’s Lower East Side, and “portrays not so much how
these people act in their isolated worlds, but how they feel being there…the central
character could be any one of us.”27 The title and use of isolated chairs may have been “the
allusion…to rooms in a tenement apartment.”28 Nancy Reynolds and Malcolm McCormick
write in No Fixed Points: Dance in the Twentieth Century, “Solos and group dances
consisted of convulsive, listless gestures that seemed almost involuntary.” They go on to
suggest of the dancers that “people stared through or past one another; even lovers failed to
make visual contact, remaining self-preoccupied and unsatisfied in embraces.” These
dancers are “in varying stages of anger, weariness, and resignation” and “each seemed
finally to confront a failure to escape the circumstances of his or her alienation and the
dance ended as it began, with the dancers immobilized in their chairs, staring vacantly
toward the audience.”29 For brief moments in sections of the dance, these characters are
able to break away from their chairs, from the disabling hold that their “rooms” have on
them, and in those moments the audience sees their hopes and dreams that seem real only
when they break away. The audience sees what was lying beneath the surface of American
culture in the celebrated post-war media: they see vignettes of people in their private space.
These moments are profoundly personal and still broadly symbolic moments experienced
within the human condition. Having been called “one of the enduring masterpieces of
twentieth century art,” Rooms is a dance that encapsulates a visceral human emotion:
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Warren, The Rebellious Spirit, 115.
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Ibid.
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Reynolds and McCormick, No Fixed Points, 322.
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Ibid.
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isolation.30 Martha Graham is often referred to as the psychologist of modern dance because
it was through exploration and introspection of what she called her own “inner landscape”
that she created dances; Sokolow wished to explore how it feels to live in the inner world of
other individuals.31

Rooms is comprised of nine sections, and is set to an original jazz music score by
Kenyon Hopkins. The Labanotation score was created by Ray Cook between 1967-1975, and
was based on several performances mentored by Anna Sokolow herself. The score notes that
the chairs present onstage throughout most of the piece, and which serve as a kind of “home
base” for each character, “are their rooms, their patch of frightened privacy in an alien
world.” The sections of the dance are listed below, with a brief description of each:
1) “Alone” opens the dance and establishes that loneliness can be experienced even
in a crowded city and that despite physical proximity, and nearly the same
movements, each person is alone in their room.
2) “The Dream” is a solo for a man who dreams of being an explorer to a land he’s
never seen, a place to which he can only escape when he is dreaming.
3) “Escape,” depicts a lonely woman who, in order to battle her loneliness, fabricates
a companion for herself to whom she is able to connect.
4) “Going” is the syncopated, hypnotic dance of a man who is frantically going…but
to where? His anxiety is present in his desire to get away, but the destination is
ambiguous and unknown.
5) “Desire” is a sextet of three couples imagining physical contact, and constantly
reaching out to feel nothing. They miss each other at every opportunity that would
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Warren, The Rebellious Spirit, 115.
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Warren, The Rebellious Spirit, 119.
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lead to a physical connection to one another. Unable to connect, they are defeated
and still alone.
6) “Panic” follows and depicts a man in panic, who has awoken in the middle of the
night to a sound. He seeks the help of neighbors but is turned away by those from
whom he seeks help.
7) “Day Dream” (the section I reconstructed for this thesis) is a lyric trio of women
looking out their window, seeking a lover. They wave, hoping to catch the attention
of someone, and their gaze remains fixed out their window, always seeking, though
at the end they return to their rooms, alone.
8) “The End?” is the image of a woman driven mad by her loneliness to the point of
suicide. She stands on the roof, ready to fly to a place where she is not haunted by
such loneliness and despair.
9) “Finale—Alone” is a reenactment of the opening, depicting entrapment in a cycle
of loneliness and anxiety. The characters are unchanged through their experiences,
still alone and anxious to break free from the cycle in which they find themselves
stuck.32

Rooms was not only influential for Sokolow, but it influenced the broader world of
modern dance through her pivotal explorations of the inner workings of human emotion. In
his book, Anna Sokolow: The Rebellious Spirit, Larry Warren writes of Sokolow’s creative
process at great length. According to Warren,
Anna has created dances that explore the innermost feelings of men and
women in reaction to the social and psychological pressures of contemporary
life. Her deeply touching work, Rooms, dealing with loneliness and alienation
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… is timeless, and like the “alienated youth ballets” that she started
choreographing in the late 1950s, have been much imitated. But she was the
originator.33
In addition to the consideration of loneliness and the human condition, Rooms made a
departure from modern dance convention, forsaking the current trend of presenting mythic,
heroic, legendary, or archetypal figures who face conflict to portray, instead, New Yorkers
engaged in their ordinary lives. She portrayed her audience on stage.
Anna Sokolow created work clearly indicative of her cultural moment, yet the
themes and emotions that she makes perfectly legible with her “acute sense of faith and
feminism, activism and form” are universal, and therefore still move and resonate with
audiences viewing her work. She was an artist, but her commitments went far beyond
making dance – she was “totally committed to life.”34 She knew “how to drive home a
point.”35 What’s more, about Sokolow herself, Warren states
She has also had the penetrating effect on the dancers who have learned to
perform her works under her watchful and demanding eye. Anna insists that
dancers transcend their technique to give expression to the deepest
understanding they have garnered in their lives concerning the specific
subject at hand, be it love, hate, fear, anger, or loneliness…The ferocity with
which Anna attacks any perceived insincerity or placidity in rehearsals or
classes has become legend. It has often led to the creation of an emotionally
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charged atmosphere in the studio, but the living sparks produced in the
choreographer—dancer relationship may last the dancer for a lifetime.36
This work, and others of Sokolow’s, were considered “radical performance practice”
because they “used emotion as a conduit for, rather than a vessel of, content. Emotion was
neither unduly subjectified nor objectified, but rather transmitted.”37 Despite being
criticized for this type of creativity by “the male intellectual,” such as Alex North who wrote
that “her ‘ideas about what was going on – the problems in society – were emotional rather
than intellectual’” Sokolow continued to choreograph in this way.38 Franko suggests,
“despite the male intellectual’s tendency to consign emotion to the feminine sphere, emotion
was fundamental to radical culture and foundational to the radical ethos.”39

Rooms is an example of Dystopic Americana from the 1950s, and a manifestation of
Dystopic Americana in artistic expression within the cultural context of the first half of the
twentieth century. The piece itself speaks to diverse facets of the 1950s American
experience, but within its framework of dystopic Americana three major themes emerge:
the modern urban landscape, loneliness and isolation, and the anti-hero.
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CHAPTER TWO
AMERICANA

During the first half of the twentieth century, dancemakers and artists were
creating a growing body of work that is now known as Americana. These were works that
self-consciously drew upon a range of American themes and stereotypes. The politics and
aesthetics of Americana are diverse, including dances based on the American Frontier and
African American heritage. Americana was supported by the other movements in dance and
other artistic mediums that were occurring at the time. Non-U.S. artists also created work
within the Americana trend, but for the purposes of this thesis, I am looking at works
created by American artists. The Heroic Age of modern dance, spanning the years between
the mid-1920s and mid-1940s, was marked by the formulation and codification of a variety
of new approaches to movement, the development of a large and diverse body of repertory
that established an identifiable American modern dance canon, and public recognition of
the new form as artistically legitimate. Building upon foundations laid by pioneers such as
Loie Fuller, Isadora Duncan, and Ruth St. Denis, choreographers such as Doris Humphrey
and Martha Graham were developing and writing down their own techniques, dissecting
the traditional movement canons and looking towards “psychological and social struggles”
for narrative inspiration.40 As a self-consciously maverick form, modern dance was open to
exploring new ways of moving and thinking about dance. During this period a great deal
was accomplished in modern dance “against many odds because of the commitment and
personal sacrifice of a small group of extraordinarily talented individuals.”41 Modern dance
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was determined to disassociate itself from “decorativeness and aristocratic implications”
that stemmed from the European ballet heritage and for many, “it seemed unlikely that
[dance] could ever mirror the robustness of the American scene.”42 Just the opposite proved
to be true. The gusto of the American culture was undoubtedly mirrored by the modern
dance that was being presented on the concert stage. Choreographers paved the way for
those who would follow in the ensuing decades.
The Great Depression changed notions about what it meant to be American and
variations on the theme of American-ness – what it meant to experience American culture
and society – emerged. Many artists returned to the idealization of the west and a
celebration of what Americans could accomplish despite times being hard. Other artists
turned to the African-American experience, invoking the blues and the ability to sing a sad
song sweet to celebrate their American identity or to mourn, reconcile, or otherwise express
the feelings of anger and pain of being associated with America’s racial inequalities. Still
others explored the inner workings of the American people and the human psyche that
existed beyond conquering the frontier and winning World Wars I and II.
One particular way in which dance emerged from this initial burst of modernism
was the development of Americana art. There is no codified definition for “Americana,” and
it is not necessarily a term used and recognized across all fields, however, the arts broadly
turned toward introspection and exploration of developing a homegrown American culture
during this time period. For this thesis, I define Americana as an arts movement that was
self-consciously American and used the American experience and the lives of Americans for
thematic material and inspiration. I place Americana chronologically as blossoming during
the first half of the twentieth century, a time during which American society was
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undergoing great changes. These emerging definitions of Americana and a self-reflective
interest in American-ness came about for several reasons, and as a result of several events
that were shaping American culture.
In the first half of the twentieth century, among great social, political, and economic
struggles in American culture, changes in art occurred for several reasons. Among them
were great growths in technology, changes in gender roles in society, and the engagement of
most of the world in two World Wars. Despite the severity of the Depression, “the vast
majority of Americans continued to have faith in the nation’s political and economic
institutions,” and “the nation’s strong tradition of optimism and self-confidence born of
unprecedented abundance and the dream of individual economic and social mobility,
remained intact.”43 The 1930s showed a transformation in the sanctity of family, and
women’s roles and clothing. The hard economics also led to a need for escape, inspiring
“Golden Age” in Hollywood musicals. The Roosevelt Administration did not place foreign
affairs high on its agenda because of intense economic woes, so America was pulled into
another World War. Supplies were rationed, taxes on corporations and individuals went up,
and the number of women working outside the home swelled. Following the US victory on
both the European and Asian front there “grew a firm determination” to rebuild, restore
peace, and restore prosperity to “one of the darkest centuries in history.”44
Americans returned home from World War II with great optimism and the gratitude
of the country was marked with great celebration. As soldiers returned, family structures
became more stable, and the young men pursued education. But, America soon found itself
in a Cold War with the Soviet Union, the result of a lack of reconciliation between the
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Soviet notion of a successful communist nation and the American notion of democracy.
Anticommunism and advocating for the pro-American sentiment was rampant during the
early years of the Cold War and continued to gain momentum through the Second Red
Scare from 1948 to 1957, backed heavily by Senator Joseph McCarthy. Although many
Americans considered these the country’s “best” years because of the ostensible sense of
stability and confidence of the period, historians, however, “have been critical of this period”
because of the dangerous Cold War tensions and the large gap between the rich and the
poor in American society.45 All of these events, from the Great Depression, to the Cold War,
led to a national questioning of what it meant to be American. It is, then, no surprise that
the desire to explore and display self-consciously American art would figure so prominently.
Three ways in which Americana was presented that will be represented and
discussed in this thesis are: Mythic America, the African American experience, and
Dystopic America. Though there were many other ways in which Americana was expressed
in American culture in the first half of the twentieth century, these three resonated
throughout various artistic mediums.
Americana in the arts was manifested in various ways across artistic fields during
the first half of the twentieth century. Through visual arts, literature, and music there
were trends of Americana appearing in popular culture. The art of Norman Rockwell, the
music of Aaron Copland, and Arthur Miller’s play Death of A Salesman are three examples
from different views of Americana in different artistic fields during this time; Rockwell
showed an idealized America, Copland composed music evoking the frontier and pioneer
spirit of America, and Miller wrote about the downfall of the American Dream and its affect
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on the psyche of an individual. Americana was not only expressed in dance, but across the
arts.
Norman Rockwell painted American culture, his iconic images most famously
appearing on the covers of The Saturday Evening Post. These cover images tended to be
idealized or sentimentalized portrayals of American life. In 1916, his first cover appeared
for The Saturday Evening Post, which marked the beginning of four decades of this kind of
work. The thirties and forties are considered to be Rockwell’s most fruitful years. During
the thirties Rockwell’s work turned toward depicting small town American life after he
moved to Vermont with his family. This interest in small town American life shifted later in
Rockwell’s career to an interest in “illustrating some of his deepest concerns and interests,
including civil rights, America’s war on poverty, and the exploration of space.”46
Aaron Copland was an American composer who was instrumental in the creation of
an American style of composition. He was interested in the “advancement of indigenous
American music” and “made great strides in liberating it from European influence,”
indicative of the desire of many of the arts to create truly American art.47 By “incorporating
popular forms of American music such as jazz and folk,” he “created pieces both exceptional
and innovative.”48 He composed original scores for ballets such as Eugene Loring’s
landmark Americana ballet Billy the Kid (1938), and for Martha Graham’s quintessential
Americana work, Appalachian Spring (1944), which includes excerpts from widely known
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American folk tunes – early examples of what is now referred to as “sampling.”49 The slowly
varying harmonies of his compositions were suggestive of the vast American landscape.50
Though he lost interest in the American Pastoral idiom later in life, his compositional work
stands as a prominent example of Americana music. 51
Arthur Miller was an American playwright and is best known for his plays such as

The Crucible (1953) and Death of A Salesman (1949). Miller, because his work depicted an
unflattering take on American society, was called to testify before the House of UnAmerican Activities Committee during the Cold War. Death of A Salesman, which
premiered in February of 1949 at the Morosco Theatre in New York City, portrayed the
deterioration of a salesman’s mental state as he tries to relive the past when his dream of
an American life was vital and optimistic. This work is an example Dystopic Americana in
literature. The main character confronts the harsh reality of a failed American dream: his
sons did not represent the conquering spirit and indomitability of frontier heroes, and he
has lost a job in which he found no joy or dignity. In disillusionment he commits suicide
with the simple hope that his sons will be able to benefit from his life insurance payout.
This wasn’t a glorious America, but rather a lonely place where people could not succeed.
American themes were also explored in dance through the work of American
choreographers and dancers on the concert stage. Though all Americana can be looked at as
self-consciously nationalistic, the range of interpretations of the American experiences were
quite varied. The modern-dance movement was developed under the basic tenet of
“discovery of personal vocabularies,” which lent itself to the exploration of very specific
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ways to view the place in which the choreographers were living and creating.52 Three
Americana trends that were epicentric in dance (and present in other artistic mediums)
were Mythic America, The African American experience, and Dystopic America.
The first, Mythic America, originated in the American notion that we could pick
ourselves up, brush ourselves off, and get on with being strong, independent Americans.
Horatio Alger commanded for people to “pull themselves up by their bootstraps.” There was
a need and a desire to “dance away the Depression,” and share with each other this
resilience and patriotism. Despite two World Wars and the devastating stock market crash,
we were “America the Beautiful” and we could get out of this with our heads held high, tap
dancing right back into the prosperity we once had. There was, in addition, a look back to a
time when things were simpler and more American. Martha Graham’s Appalachian Spring
and Frontier are prime onstage examples of an American culture that no longer existed –
never existed as they appeared on stage. Graham was invested in seeking our national
identity through mythic or archetypal characters. Appalachian Spring, choreographed in
1944, featured an original score by Aaron Copland that communicates and captures
through a soundscape the ideals of the endless possibilities of the frontier and wide-open
spaces. Graham’s Pennsylvanian pioneers thirst for the greatness of the land around them
and the music score and dance together seem to “reflect youthful aspiration in the
American heartland.”53 Additionally, Graham’s solo, Frontier, choreographed in 1935,
invoked the image of a pioneer woman. Choreographed before Appalachian Spring, it is
thought to be a foreshadow of that work and was expressive of the idea of western
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expansion and a hunger for space. This mythic depiction of America gave hope to the ideal
that a return to simpler, happier times was possible.
During the 1930s many sought the escape back to a different time, but others looked
to the dancing in movie musicals to provide a different means of escape – made possible
because of the advent of sound technology in film. While at first the earlier films were
clumsy, and the dances were shot exactly as they would be performed onstage, soon Busby
Berkeley came onto the scene and changed the movie musicals.54 He arrived in Hollywood
as movie musicals were almost “dead in the water,” but it was at the lowest point in the
Depression that Berkeley produced a work that secured his status. He offered the public “a
dream of wealth, happiness and collective success” in his productions 42nd Street (1933) and

Gold Diggers of 1933 (1933).55 Berkeley created backstage musicals, which had a practical
structure. Driver explains,
The ‘backstage’ musical was a useful structure on which to hang a Hollywood
musical. In practical terms it provided a reason for the presence of huge
dance routines with no function in carrying the plot. In addition, the
backstage template provided the perfect metaphor for an audience sun in the
Depression and dreaming a way out. Apart from the ‘feel-good’ factor
supplied by hundreds of tapping feet or a cascade of grand pianos, backstage
stories offered the prospect of overnight success against all economic and
social odds…Furthermore, quite apart from the message of the movies, all of
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Berkeley’s films offered a vital example of huge teams, all pulling together to
create something new, bold and enterprising.56
Busby Berkeley’s work then led into another way in which the west was idealized through
dance. While he appeared to be a vision of “how song-and-dance could overcome the
vagaries of the Depression,” he was not afraid to insert into his works the lowest points of
American society as well. The conclusion of Gold Diggers of 1933 features impoverished
people waiting in line to receive meager amounts of bread. His work led into the
groundbreaking duo, Fred and Ginger, who changed the Hollywood musical forever. In the
post-war era, Ginger Rogers “is the link between the massed showgirls of the Busby
Berkeley extravaganzas and the classically trained dancers that were to become so popular
in post-war Hollywood.”57 These joyful cries brought attention to the America that the
country was capable of becoming.
The difficulties of Jim Crow racial oppression in the 1930s were also being dealt
with and like the bread lines of Berkeley’s Gold Diggers of 1933 they were not so joyous. It
had taken some time for African Americans to be recognized as having a role in the new
American modern dance. It had, no doubt, taken some time for black African Americans to
even consider a place in American Modern dance. Up until the late 1930s African
Americans had primarily been seen in vaudeville performing “the cakewalk, tap routines,
and eccentric numbers, confirming the white image of the folksy entertainer derived from
minstrel shows.”58 However, in the 1920s, Josephine Baker brought a glamorous image to
African American women and in dance, “with its outspoken advocacy of social reform and
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equality,” was a place for expression for this community of people.59 Artists such as
Hemsley Winfield, Edna Guy, and Asadata Dafora were leading the implementation of
African culture on to the concert stage. Two women in particular, Katherine Dunham and
Pearl Primus, were important to the advances being made in African American dance
because they both “helped awaken American blacks to the fact that they had artistic roots
and could take pride in them.”60 Dunham hoped to accomplish, and succeeded at presenting
“dark-skinned people in a manner delightful and acceptable to people who have never
considered them as persons.”61 Dunham presented work on the concert stage, on Broadway,
and all over the world. For all her work that worked to humanize the African American
population, she was a political activist as well. In the 1940s, Pearl Primus emerged in the
American concert world. Her background in anthropology and athletic physicality made her
a force on the modern dance scene despite her late arrival to the art of dance. Segregation
was not a prevalent issue then in modern dance, though it still was a corrosive force in
American culture and society. Although there were black dancers with white dancers on
stage, the same could not be said for public restaurants and restrooms, voting, and public
schools until 1964.
After going to war for America and serving alongside their fellow white citizens,
African Americans came back to a segregated, hostile society in which they were still
treated as less than citizens. Several black choreographers were speaking to this state of
affairs. Black choreographers emerged as voices for those with no voice, sharing the blues
through their bodies. They took to the stage to “identify and describe the black experience
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in America.”62 Three choreographers in particular were instrumental in bringing the
African American experience to the concert stage: Donald McKayle, Tally Beatty, and Alvin
Ailey were three choreographers that danced the African American experience on the
concert stage.
Donald McKayle danced with many of the leaders of modern dance, and as a result,
developed a wide vocabulary of movement. He created pieces such as Games in 1951 which
“depicted urban children at play, their calls and cries ringing through the dusk of tenement
canyons” and Rainbow ‘Round My Shoulder in 1962 that was inspired by the “music and
work rhythms of southern chain-gang workers.”63 Many of his works evolved from the black
experience in America, but he “was able to expand his ideas and give them a more universal
context,” leading him to be called a “humanist” by P.W. Manchester, who stated that “all
his best works deal, not with abstractions, but with people; living, laughing, suffering,
bitter, protesting, superbly human beings.”64
Tally Beatty, likewise, was creating dances in which “black audiences could find
truthful images of their own experience that also illuminated that experience for whites.”65
His work combined his interests in jazz and Latin rhythm with his background in modern
dance. Movement was “percussive and taut, borrowing gestures and an assertive manner
from life in the black urban ghetto.”66 One piece in particular, Mourner’s Bench,
choreographed in 1947 portrayed an emotional struggle about civil rights with a dancer and
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a bench. The novel, Southern Landscape, written by Howard Fast inspired this piece. It
“refers to the tragic influence of the Ku Klux Klan on a mixed-race community in the rural
South after the Civil War…the dancer reflects upon the end of his community and the
horror of its slaughter.”67
Finally, Alvin Ailey made his way into the dance world after studying with Lester
Horton, Martha Graham, Hanya Holm, Charles Weidman, and Anna Sokolow. His ultimate
goal had been to create a colorblind company, but he founded his company and style with
the “band of black dancers” who “learned from one another…leaned on one another.” In
1959 he premiered his choreography in New York, leading to the formation of an Ailey
group of twelve dancers.68 It was not long before his company became interracial. This
integration came at a most important time, when the Civil Rights Movement was quickly
gaining momentum. Ailey’s most prominent work still performed today, Revelations,
created in 1960, broke away from the propulsion of postmodern dance. This straightforward
work “convey[ed] the ecstasy of black fundamentalism and the religious solidarity that had
sustained generations of a people enslaved, [and] spoke so directly that audiences all over
the world responded with the same compassion and awe.”69 African American danced
Americana brought to the concert stage the heartbreaking strain that this community was
experiencing since the beginning of the twentieth century.
Dystopic Americana exists clearly in the cities and the suburbs. This is the
American that goes to work each morning, comes home each night, tries to live within their
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means, and sometimes experiences the heavy weight of the world around them. They are
not breaking into untamed, new frontiers. They are not sailing away to war, with a bright
American flag billowing proudly above their heads. They do not have an American dream,
or perhaps they have lost sight of that dream in the drudgery of every day life. They are the
people that you could meet on the city street, struggling to live their every day lives. This is
the Americana of Anna Sokolow and Charles Weidman, who found their voices in
choreography.
Charles Weidman began studying with Doris Humphrey and Martha Graham at the
Denishawn School and began his career immersed in ethnic exotica. Soon he became
invested in creating dance as a critical analysis of American society. This was a type of
Americana that was self-consciously American in its exploration of who we really were as
opposed to how we wished to present and uplift ourselves. Charles Weidman’s 1936 piece

Lynchtown, part of a larger work titled Atavisms, is a portrayal of the darkest depths of
humanity in one of the most horrifying moments in American history.
Much like Weidman, Anna Sokolow was creating self-consciously non-idealized
American dance. Sokolow was “a champion of the proletarian point of view” in her works
and made dances “tinged with satire and bitterness.”70 While the idealized West did
resonate with many Americans who were seeking escape, and while the African American
Americana resonated with many audiences members, the themes of Sokolow’s dances
“resonated with Depression-era New York leftist audiences” with “working-class ideals” and
her “melding of form and content answered the prescripts of both revolutionary and modern
dance.”71 Sokolow put on stage bodies that were not “too bourgeois,” but still subscribed to
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many of the norms of modern set forth by her predecessors. Sokolow’s 1955 work, Rooms,
examines the smoldering loneliness that affects many impoverished people living in close
proximity to each other in urban spaces. It is an example of Dystopic Americana in its unidealized presentation of the American experience.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE MODERN URBAN LANDSCAPE

The modern urban landscape following World War II did not always jive with the
romantic images pervasive in the popular imagination such as Alfred Eisenstaedt’s iconic
photograph of a sailor kissing a young woman in the street in Times Square on V-Day.
Likewise, the modern urban experience depicted in Anna Sokolow’s Rooms was a
significant departure from the national pride and optimism depicted in much of post-war
American popular media. During this time period many pieces, such as Fancy Free and On

The Town, were set in urban spaces that portrayed optimisim, patriotism, and American
affluence. Instead of glorifying big city life, Rooms portrayed an American landscape
marked by claustrophobic spaces, poverty, and the stark nervous energy of people unable to
cope with their isolation and despair. Sokolow’s choices regarding production values,
movement, and the use of space are central to its Dystopic mood.
Two production elements that contribute to Rooms’ somber tone are the costumes
and the lighting design. Both of these elements are described and clearly explained in the
Labanotation score, as Sokolow intended them to be, giving us a clear image of what she
wished to portray on stage.
Upon watching the dance, it is clear that the costuming is intended to be drab and
understated. The score, however, gives more specific information, and offers insight about
Sokolow’s choices in costuming. For instance, it is states that, “all costumes should not look
new.”72 Moreover, there are specific descriptions of each character’s costume. A specific
costume, for example, for Dancer D is a “dark grey dress. The length of the dress is just
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below knee length. [It is] lined down to the waist. The material is crepe.”73 This seems to be
a reflection of the dirtiness, grittiness, and dinginess that accompanies the urban
landscape. The colour scheme consists of “grey,” “dark grey,” “brown,” and “black” articles of
clothing.74 In the same way that crowds can blend together in a city, the score further notes
that “all of the…costumes are non-descript. They should make no individual statement
about the characters.”75 Although the audience is entirely unable to discern any specific
information about these characters based on their appearance, their drab anonymity
suggests a population dispossessed and long-suffering.
The lighting design also plays an important role in the presentation of the urban
landscape in Rooms. This work exists mostly in shadowy light. Some moments of lighting
specials, or small pools of light for individual dancers, are used. 76 The shadowy light is
often “cool,” “white,” and most specifically, “not romantic.” The lighting is not meant to
decorate the stage, it is meant to be functional. The lighting gives a sense of starkness and
the same kind of basic unadorned and somewhat tatty and drab functionality that the
costumes do.
In its entirety Rooms features nine sections. Each has a distinct mood and a theme,
but the work has an underlying movement vocabulary throughout. Though Sokolow did not
codify a technique during her lifetime, she had a recognizable vocabulary and style of
moving that is very apparent in this piece. Several sections illuminate the modern urban
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landscape element of Dystopic Americana. In the opening and closing sections, Alone and

Finale – Alone respectively, the audience sees sections of entirely ensemble work. This
movement and structure allows for no dancer to stand out. The male solo, Going, and the
female solo, The End? both exhibit movement suggesting the claustrophobic and nervous
energy of the modern urban landscape about which the piece was choreographed.
The opening to the piece, a section entitled Alone, expresses the anxiety of feeling
“lost in a crowd.” It is motivated by the idea that “despite proximity, each [dancer] is utterly
alone in his room, in his little area, in himself.”77 The curtain opens with the stage already
lit on eight pedestrian dancers sitting in individual chairs scattered about the stage. Each
dancer begins moving slowly, and somewhat with trepidation and anticipation. Individual
dancers do not stand out, but rather they all listlessly go through the motions of their
dance, almost in a sedated state. They slump in their chairs and they seem vulnerable.
Their movement seems protective of the center of the body, as if they have been wounded.
The dancers slide over to lie on their sides, still on the chair, still in their own pool of light.
Their top leg lifts hopefully, then, with a sudden thud, slams to the floor. The dancers
rotate to lie on their stomachs and their foreheads touch the floor. This is a powerful image
because their faces are hidden but they are a crowd all striking the same dramatic pose. In
their own time they beat their palms on the floor, heavy and bound. Combined with the
image of their foreheads on the floor, this seems to be a statement about the hidden person
in a crowd accepting defeat. The dance continues. One at a time, each dancer in turn lifts
their sternum upward, and begins pedaling their legs at an accelerating rate and opening
their arms with a bound quality. Bound as though their arms are moving through molasses.
The accelerating pace harkens to the speed of living in urbanity. Each dancer eventually
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breaks free and comes to stand by their chair as though they have been given a respite from
the routine. Despite seeking some kind of escape, the section concludes as it began, with
each dancer looking out vacantly toward the audience.
The entire piece of Rooms concludes as it began, the dancers still lost in the crowd of
urbanites. Again, no single dancer stands out. This “reenactment of the opening” seems to
represent a kind of futility and acknowledgement of the cyclical nature of life.78 The music
is more somber though it consists of variations of the same melodies present throughout the
different sections of the piece. The dancers make slightly more aggressive attempts at
leaving their room, but still ultimately fail. Movement motifs return: a wave from one
section, a grabbing of the head from another. The characters are changed because of their
experiences dreaming, standing on the edge of a roof, and glancing out their windows, but
they are still alone in their rooms, still stuck in the urban living space, still unable to break
free and go on the great American dream that they are supposed to want to seek. The lights
fade down, leaving them alone despite how close they are to one another.
The male solo, Going, is thematically about a young man that is losing himself to
hypnotic self-mesmerizing rhythm. He motivated by the hope to be gone from where he is,
to depart from who he is at that moment. The character “submits to hypnotic, selfmesmerizing rhythms of jazz” and is “the greatest” at whatever it is he seeks to
accomplish.79 He believes himself to be getting up to go somewhere, though his destination
is uncertain. The desire to go overpowers the need to know where it is he is going. The
character is lit only by a tight special on an otherwise darkened stage to begin. He moves
quickly, in syncopated and uneven rhythms. His movements remain close to his body, and
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more importantly, close to his core and solar plexus. Seldom does he return to an upright
position, and though his chair sits clearly visible on stage, he avoids going to it and getting
trapped, as the dancers in the opening section seem to be trapped. Eventually, the chair
sucks him back. For one moment the chair supports his head, and it is in that moment the
music stops and he returns to the melancholy of his situation and surroundings. Lights fade
as he reaches up toward something, but his head remains on the chair and grounded on the
room of his own.
Finally, the multi-centered and fractured sense of time and space supports Rooms’
depiction of a Dystopic Americana landscape. The piece is comprised of a series of
psychological portraits that seem intensely personal yet broadly symbolic. Although they
are presented sequentially they do not form a linear narrative. It is as though those scenes
are always occurring somewhere in the city in one form or another, perhaps simply
coexisting, perhaps sometimes overlapping or interacting. This fractured and multicentered use of space suggests that there is not and cannot be one center of focus.
Heartbreaking and deeply felt stories happen all the time to a variety of people, and it could
be anywhere at any time in a space that the audience is privileged to see at this moment.
The space is used in a multi-centered way. This is a reflection of urban living
conditions and the urban landscape because there is no center or focal point to living in an
urban space. So many things are happening at once on stage that vie for attention,
especially in a densely occupied space. Many individual groups may form their own, but
there does not exist one space for all groups existing in such closeness to each other. As a
result, Sokolow used this structure of urban space to create Rooms.
In addition, time does not progress in a linear fashion in the dance. The timeline
essentially ends up being most unclear as a result of the final section of the dance being the
first section of the dance re-performed. In what time space did the dance occur? This is
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pertinent to the idea of modern urban living because there is a depressing, inescapable
cycle that occurs. Though rural life consists of a routine of living by sunrise and sunset, the
urban landscape is marked by the depressing advent of being stuck in a place with no
means of escape. For the urban-dweller, the frontier offers a dream of freedom. Because the
urban landscape requires a routine of working, commuting, and existing, and does not
enable most dwellers a sense of frontier adventure, the progression of time in this piece
makes sense for the setting. It depicts a non-logical timeline that expresses the landscape of
modern urbanity, and this sense of time contributes to Dystopic Americana.
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CHAPTER FOUR
LONELINESS AND ISOLATION

In addition to the use of the modern urban landscape, loneliness and isolation is
another component of Dystopic Americana as it presents in dance. With idealized
Americana, heroes were surrounded by their admirers; chorus girls were large groups of
synchronized ladies. Even in African American Americana, the sad songs were sung by a
chorus of sweet voices. Dystopic Americana presented the image of the individual who is
unable to connect with those around him or her and is secluded and alone. As opposed to
the family-centric, or camaraderie-based images that were portrayed in works of art
alluding to the mythic or heroic nature of Americans, loneliness and isolation were
choreographed in Rooms through limited spaces, inability to form connections, and lack of
physical touch. Again, it is through production elements, choreography, and the use of
space that Sokolow is able to capture this element of Dystopic Americana.
In Anna Sokolow’s Rooms there are two major elements of production that exemplify
the element of loneliness and isolation in Dystopic Americana: lighting and props. First,
lighting is used to create this image by the use of specials and spotlights on individual
dancers. This use of lighting creates a space – a “room” – that belongs to each dancer, and
each dancer alone. Seldom, when there are specials or spotlights on individual dancers do
they travel between the lights to the spaces of others on stage. Specifically, looking at the
opening and closing sections of the dance, this production element is extremely relevant
and highly effective. According to the score, the dance begins and ends with each dancer
sitting on a chair, lit by a circular special.80 Both sections feature the word “alone” in their
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titles, and the use of lighting establishes this immediately, isolating and confining each
dancer in their own “rooms.” They are unable to travel between the lights; instead, they
move within the light allotted to them. This becomes important in many sections when
there is only one dancer on stage and their space is delineated by the lighting present in the
space. Another section in which this is present is the female solo “Escape,” in which the
dancer fabricates a lover for herself. Though there are a number of other empty chairs on
stage, the one upon which she sits is lit by a special. Even as she runs toward stage left, the
score dictates to “not bring lights up as she runs,” and that “she will run into semi
darkness.”81 These lighting decisions play an important role in the way that isolation is
portrayed and reinforced on stage. The use of chairs if central to the choreographic concept
of Rooms. More than simple props the chairs function as a fundamental metaphor for

Rooms, and their ubiquitous presence on stage makes them sometimes seem almost like
members of the cast – like ghostly reminders of the anonymous and somehow tragically
absent.
Chairs symbolize the rooms of each dancer for which the piece is titled. The chairs
are required only to be “sturdy wooden chairs” and “need not be identical.”82 The chairs
should be “simple, unornate, everyday household chairs.”83 The individual chairs are
relevant because both sitting and dancing can happen on a variety of props that are
everyday items such as a chair. A table or a bench could have been used, but those spaces
do not allow for the isolation felt by one person alone in one chair. There is no chance for
connection or inclusion of others with a chair. However, a chair is a place for just one.
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Further, the chair serves as a home base from which the characters cannot escape. In
“Dream,” for example, the dancer’s dreamland exists away from the chair, and once his
head returns to rest on the chair, he is returned to the isolated home he’s cultivated for
himself.
Each section of the dance has a mood and a theme, but the work has an underlying
movement vocabulary throughout. The movement in several sections, too, is indicative of
the thematic pattern of loneliness and isolation as a component of Dystopic Americana.
Several key words are critical in looking at isolation and loneliness in movement. These key
words include: release, vulnerable, exposed, longing, and disconnected. These descriptions
are used in literature describing the piece.84 Three sections in particular are indicative of
the theme of loneliness as it relates to Dystopic Americana. The third section, a female solo
entitled “Escape,” the section restaged for the purposes of this thesis, “Day Dream,” and a
male solo depicting anxiety in loneliness, “Panic” are prominent examples of loneliness and
isolation as it presents in Rooms.
The third section of the dance entitled “Escape” is motivated by a young woman that
fabricates a lover for herself. In a daze, the piece begins with her arms reaching forward,
and then collapsing back into herself. She begins sitting in a chair list by a single special,
and runs across the stage through the space of four other empty chairs. She is looking for
something or someone, but the four chairs remain empty. She touches other chairs, seeking
another person but finds nothing. As she sits on one of the empty chairs her head falls back
and she exposes her sternum in a very vulnerable way directly toward the audience. She
spins freely but frantically with her arms open wide. She moves two chairs to face each
other and sits on one. She begins reaching out toward the other chair as if to seek someone
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who would be sitting there. Finding nothing she knocks over the chair, and defeated
returns to the isolated room in which she began the dance.
“Day Dream,” a female trio from the end of the work, is a hopeful and beautiful
moment in the dance during which three young girls look out of their window and seek a
lover or companion. The motivation for the section lies in the idea that “even in New York
you may look up at a window and see beautiful flowers growing.” It is the only “lyrical note
in the dance – hopeful and beautiful.”85 The section begins and ends with a soft and gentle
wave of the arm out toward the audience as a hope-filled appeal for connection. Each
dancer walks around their chair, remaining in the space of their own room, but teasing the
idea of getting away from their chair. In turn they reach out toward something far away
from them. Though the three are moving almost together, they are unable to connect to
each other. Physically in the stage space they are close. Emotionally in their own
headspace, they are only looking out for that brief, inexplicable moment of connection.
Though in the end “they too sit down in their own room – alone,” for one wondrous moment
they are given the chance to hope for a way out of the isolation.
Another example of loneliness and isolation in Rooms comes in the male solo
depicting anxiety in loneliness, “Panic.” This section is motivated by a young man who “is
awakened from his sleep by a noise in the night” and “drives himself into a state of panic.”
Although there are other dancers in their own rooms on the stage, he is unable to access
them. He knocks on doors, but those doors remain unopened. He asks for help, and people
walk away from him. As the section closes, because of his fear, he hides. He is at “the edge
of insanity.”86 In his own room, in his own fear, he looks up, exposing the vulnerable
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sternum. In seeking help his movement is bound and direct.87 Despite dancing through and
among the four other dancers on stage he remains alone, unable to reach them. As his
anxiety and panic increase, he sits on the chair and peddles his legs in front of him faster
and faster until he gets up to attempt to get help once more. No one will come to his aid. He
covers his face and swings his upper-body from side to side. He cannot find help. He cannot
rid himself of fear, so he hides.
The use of space, in addition to movement and production, serves as a powerful
indicator of isolation and loneliness in the work. Two major components of Sokolow’s use of
space are indicative of this theme in Dystopic Americana. The first is that there is little
physical contact between the dancers, despite the fact that they all share the same stage
space in close proximity to one another. Lovers, companions, and acquaintances alike
cannot come in physical contact with one another. This appears to indicate the emotional
separation between them. As hard as they might reach and try to make contact (especially
in “Desire,” a section about lovers trying to become acquainted with each other) they
cannot. In addition, as discussed above in relation to lighting design, the stage space is lit
and used in such a way that dancers often seem isolated from one another and unable to
escape their literal and symbolic rooms. It is in dream states, or states of panic and fear
that the characters are able to get out of their room. Each time this happens, however, it
ends in disappointment, which is either waking from the dream, or not receiving the help
that is sought.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE ANTI-HERO

A third component of Dystopic Americana is the use of the anti-hero. This was the
opposite of the heroic protagonist presented in Mythic Americana, who was strong, sturdily
built, and usually male, always came out victorious in whatever he battled. Though Eugene
Loring’s Billy the Kid (1938) was considered a “successful attempt” at the “portrayal of
American life in dance,” other works, such as Jerome Robbins’ Fancy Free (1944), put
heroes, rather than outlaws on stage.88 Fancy Free tells the story of three sailors, who are
archetypally viewed as heroic figures, on shore leave who learn a moral lesson after
competing for the attentions of some girls they meet in a bar. Although they do not perform
profound heroic acts in the scenario, the sailors represent American patriotism and the
heroic self-sacrifice of the “Greatest Generation.” Another portrayal of the American on
stage came from pieces about the everyday hero. While works such as Filling Station (1939)
choreographed by Lew Christensen featured an everyday guy presented as a hero, this type
of Americana, Dystopic Americana, did not.89 It was, perhaps, just that a gas station
attendant was a gas station attendant and there wasn’t anything special about that. When

Filling Station premiered, audiences had not before seen dance and dancers in such
recognizable surroundings as a gas station. The main character, however, still came out as
a hero when he stops a robbery from occurring at his station.90 In many strains of
Americana expression, the focus was on the heroism of the acts that were being portrayed,
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even if they were performed by an unlikely protagonist. That was simply not the case with
Dystopic Americana.
Dystopic Americana, on the other hand, explores the anti-hero and the flip side of
the American Dream. There is no idealized hero who saves the day, there is not a
transformative change in the lives of the characters. The anti-hero in Dystopic Americana
was not an idealized American: he may not have been able-bodied, and often lived rootlessly
with outsider status, and little cultural agency. Anti-heroes often find themselves
powerless, uncertain, or defeated, and their fate is often left ambiguous and unresolved;
their actions do not result in a satisfactory resolution that concludes on an optimistic note
at the end of the work. In Mythic Americana, the hero often defeated the villain and rose up
from whatever trials and tribulations he had gone through to be successful and strong. The
characters of Sokolow’s Rooms, all presented as anti-heroes, do not come out having
defeated the villain. In this work, the villain is not another character. Rather their social
condition and personal despair are the villains, and the audience is left at the end of the
work uncertain if these characters will ever be able to overcome them. Sokolow expressed
these themes and created a portrait of the dystopic American citizen through elements of
production, movement, and the use of the stage space, Sokolow clearly used the anti-hero as
an element of Dystopic Americana.
Several elements of production in Rooms lend themselves to portraying this Dystopic
Americana. The dancers are clothed in drab, pedestrian garments that do not stand out or
seem particularly special in any way. As stated previously, Sokolow’s note in the
Labanotation score indicates “all costumes should not look new.”91 The colour palette
presented on stage in the costumes is of greys, browns, and blacks. Not one dancer stands
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out the way that a hero ought to in costume. The costumes should make “no individual
statement about the characters.”92 Sokolow’s intent was that the audience should not be
able to tell anything about the character, beliefs, personal identities, or roles of any of the
dancers because they remain anonymous and unheroic.
The music for Rooms, an original jazz composition by Kenyon Hopkins, also
establishes a mood of the anti-hero. The music score is original jazz music by Kenyon
Hopkins. According to the score, “the jazz beat is used as a sinister undertow to lives that
burn with an empty, frenetic compulsion.”93 What’s more, the audience “could be observed
tapping their feet to the jazz score in anticipation of the usual high kicks and fun that until
this moment had always been associated with jazz music…when the curtain rose on eight
solemn people, sitting, staring into space, the audience was shocked.”94 The music begins
before the curtain rises, making it the first indication of what an audience might expect to
be waiting for them behind the curtain. Hearing a jazz score, audiences anticipate a hero.
When the curtain rises, instead they find themselves viewing a segment of a life that
perhaps they were not meant to view.
The production elements play an important role in the exhibition of anti-heroism of
Dystopic Americana in conjunction with the movement itself in several sections of the
dance. Some descriptive fundamentals in my understanding and exploration of the antihero include indecisiveness, dejectedness, and a non-idealized resolution. Three sections in
particular, are specifically indicative of this theme. The second section of the dance, a male
solo, “The Dream,” depicts the story of a man who dreams of being an explorer to a land he’s
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never seen. The eighth section of the dance, “The End?,” is the image of a woman driven by
her loneliness to the point of suicide. This is the image of defeat and dejectedness. The fifth
section, a sextet of three men and three women, “Desire,” is three couples imagining
physical contact, and constantly reaching out to feel nothing. Their relationships are not
idealized; their relationships might not ever be.
“The Dream” is a section in the dance that brings to light a sense of longing and
desire for adventure. This longing comes from the initial movement of the section. This boy
wants “to explore dreams,” but once he awakens, “he knows that it is not going to be
possible” for him to adventure and “goes back to his own room.”95 He rolls in a tumbling
fashion away from the chair, away from his room and into a dream. He recognizes the
freedom. He begins in a nervous, hunched, bound stance on the ground and begins to see
something more. Slowly, steadily, his body spirals up and beings exploring. His actions
include reaching “for the edelweiss,” falling from “a precipice,” and a stance upon the “top of
a volcano.”96 In this dream he is certain, but once he awakens his indecisiveness returns,
and though his longing does not subside, he still returns to his room. He isn’t the hero
American audiences longed to see on stage. This lack of certainty or agency in one’s waking
life is characteristic of this anti-hero. He is unable to defeat the villain that really is just
himself.
The eighth section of the dance, “The End?,” is one of the darkest sections of the
dance. The section begins with heavy drumbeats of the music, and the solo female dancer is
driven to the point of suicide. She has reached the ultimate moment of defeat and dejection.
A light comes up on a woman sitting in a chair. Her gaze is resting on her lap as her arms
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reach out to either side. She reaches up toward the sky. Her anxiety comes out in the
fluttering of her feet off the floor and the drumming of her fingers through the air. Each
time she reaches out, it is as though she longs to touch or feel something but is unable to.
She comes to the end of her rope many times. Each time it is uncertain whether or not she
will go back to both safety and yet the prison of her room. Finally, she is driven to the top of
a roof, holding her arms out as if she were able to fly. The audience does not know whether
or not she will jump, and the section ends with her standing on the rooftop, arms fluttering.
“Desire,” the fifth section of the dance, features a sextet of dancers – three men and
three women. Aloneness and non-idealization of relationship manifests here. The three
women and three men, in their imaginations, make contact with each other, but “fail in
replacing solitude with romantic union.”97 They are constantly reaching for what they
desire, but get nowhere. They do not end up triumphant. They do not defeat the villain and
win the girl at the end. Instead, they try and try and yet despite their efforts the
relationship and connection may still not be. The one they desire may remain “across the
street.”98 It is the epitome of a relationship that is not idealized. As the lights fade up, the
dancers are in chairs facing each other on the diagonal. They move together at first, each
motivated by their desire in the same way. Though they are looking to the sky, reaching to
the sky, dreaming toward the sky, “the truth is that they are alone in their own room.”99
The dancers raise their arms to reach out for someone or something, but in defeat drop
them back into their laps. They repeat this gesture, seeking a different outcome, but
ultimately not acquiring what they seek.
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The use of space is also instrumental in creating Rooms’ image of the anti-hero,
particularly the way it is used to show the inability of the characters to overcome adversity.
The space around the chair functions as a succubus, compelling each character to return to
their place, even when they’ve tried to leave, to escape. In the section titled “Going,” for
example, the dancer is able to imagine himself strong and victorious as a boxer or dancer or
baseball player, all while he is dreaming and has momentarily escaped from his room. At
the conclusion of the solo, however, he is sucked back to his room and once his head rests
again on the seat of the chair, he is defeated. He is back in the chair, once again trapped in
the same place that he began.
In addition, the mise en scene of the work seems to say a great deal about the antihero.100 The piece features no neat conclusion, fails to glamourize American life. It features
no resolution at the end. It ends as it began. The name of the closing section reflects the
opening because the motivation itself is to restate the opening. There lacks a resolution.
The characters have not come to some conclusion, they have not conquered a mountain or a
villain; they are as they were. They will continue to be as they were with the curtain closing
on the same opening image. Second, there exists no glamourization of the life experience. In
many types of Americana, the American experience is glamourized and idealized. To be
American was a great honor because the American life is the greatest life. In idealized
Americana, the hero is strong bodied, and often is represented through characters that
must display their strength: sailors, cowboys, and frontiersmen. The dancers in Rooms,
while they are not necessarily physically disabled in a conventional sense, their emotional
disabilities are evident in the way their movement is motivated. They move as though they
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are guided by an external force and lack agency in performing their own movement or
routines.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

Americana came in a variety of shapes and sizes across the artistic platforms during
the first half of the twentieth century. From Mythic America, to the African American
Experience, to Dystopic Americana that has been explored in this thesis, Americana both
reflected American identity and influenced the way art developed in the United States.
Anna Sokolow’s Rooms is a work of Dystopic Americana that was informed by her position
as a choreographer, dancer, child to immigrants, woman, and New Yorker. Three elements
of Dystopic Americana that are performed in Rooms are the urban landscape, isolation and
loneliness, and the anti-hero.
In the most general sense, Rooms is a work of Americana because it is a selfconsciously American work, and dystopic because it is a non-idealized examination of the
American experience, in this case, the crippling feelings of loss and loneliness in the
modern urban landscape of the post-World War II America. The piece explores the way the
dystopic qualities of this landscape through separation from one another despite proximity,
confined spaces, claustrophobia, poverty, and the nervous energy of the city and its people.
Loneliness and isolation seem all the more tragic here because there the loneliness is of
one’s own making, even when around other people. There is a lack of ability to make
connections with others. Finally, the anti-hero in Dystopic Americana reflects a sense of
loneliness and disillusionment with the American Dream because the everyday man wasn’t
a hero. His or her place in the world wasn’t glamourized as heroic, his or her outcome might
not be favourable, and the end result could be a feeling of uncertainty or defeat.
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My introduction to historical reconstruction was a holistic approach to synthesizing
movement and history, with an emphasis on the equal importance of both in a study of
dance. Through the historical contextualization and conscious consideration of present-day
resonances with the themes in Rooms I was able to combine movement and history. Dance
and dance history became integrated. The experience of embodying our dance history
influenced this look at historical movement. Because dance is an embodied art form, there
is much that can be lost through discussion. Historical research and discussion are only
part of the picture. This was accomplished through a fusion of discussion and movement.

Rooms is an excellent piece to consider for scholarly research using this integrated
methodology that equally privileges scholarly and experiential/somatic research because of
the wide variety of sources available. This project has allowed me to undertake traditional
library/archival research; view the dance in several versions of performance; learn the
choreography and experience it on my own body; and to interpret this multi-faceted
information in order to effectively teach it to other dancers and stage a reconstruction.
Major questions that I have explored are: How does the synthesis of history and
reconstruction from Labanotation score enhance both endeavors and provide greater
insights about our dance heritage? What implications does this approach have for the
growing field of Dance Studies as we begin to develop new approaches that are analytically
rigorous but remain organic to our own unique practices? What is the relationship between
Labanotation and dance history? What insights can historical research that explores a
dance’s cultural context bring to the reconstruction process, and what insights can
embodied experience bring to historical research?
This thesis project has consisted of two parts: embodied research as the analysis of
the “Day Dream” section of Rooms, and this written thesis. Multiple versions of the dance
were viewed. The written portion outlines the project as a whole, introduces and provides
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historical/cultural context for the work, analyzes the three major themes, and summarizes
my findings on the effects of my integrated research approach. This structure allows me to
examine the connections between traditional historical research methods and restaging
from Labanotation score as a means to gain new insights into dance as an embodied art
form.
We can solidify this relationship through the implementation of Labanotation study
and by developing the connection between history and dance more strongly in the minds of
those in this community. I have not only heard teachers say this, but I have been the
instructor telling my students that while we gain a great deal from observing class, you
cannot learn about dance strictly through observation. You must participate. Why is it that
in our field’s history, many practitioners take the exact opposite approach? We are often
expected to learn about where our art comes from simply by watching it or reading about it.
I believe that instead of this approach, we must change the way we implement dance
history curriculum by utilizing the most widely used and taught form of notation and dance
preservation to teach our students to embody their art. We have videos of Graham, and
Cunningham, and Taylor, and Dunham, but watching other dancers perform the movement
on possibly outdated and poorly preserved videos is not the same experience as learning
and dancing it. Much like musicians who learn Bach, Mozart, or even more contemporaries
like Elvis – they don’t simply listen, they create the motion in their own instruments.
The dance community can exist without a synthesis of embodying and reading about
our history. It will continue to exist – dancers will dance, choreographers will make new
works, and though the art won’t die, I believe that something very valuable about the
experience of learning dance and intention of motion will eventually be lost. To learn the
movement is not enough, though. There must be an understanding of what led to the
creation of movement in this way within the cultural context in which it was created. Dance
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does not exist in a vacuum. It is not a fluke that Graham created work about the American
frontier at the beginning of the twentieth century. Nor was it coincidence that the romantic
ballets of the nineteenth century were created as mythic tales when the outside world was
charging toward a mass industrial revolution. Anna Sokolow, too, created dance as a
product of her time, but through this project it can be seen that these themes and ideas can
still influence audiences and dancers today. The benefits of working this way are that
dancers are informed about the history of what they are doing and they gain a greater
understanding of where it is they have come from. A painter would look to the techniques
and works of those that have come before them; a pianist would learn the compositions of
others before learning to compose their own work. We, too, must do the same.
Combining history and reconstruction is not a new model for practice in the field of
dance; it is simply one that is not a beast that many want to take on in their dance lives. To
restage a dance from Labanotation score, and to take the time to discuss the history and
background of the work is not something for which there is always the luxury of time.
While this may not be practical in the professional field, it is imperative for dancers who
are being trained to enter the field. There is a certain level of emphasis on what is new and
exciting in the field, but what has come before influences all that is being created today. In
repertory classes and programs funded by the National Endowment for the Arts there are
situations in which students learn movement that has been created before them, and have
the chance to dance their history. There are, in these experiences, seldom opportunities to
learn the movement in conjunction with learning the background of the dance, the
choreographer, and the social and political climate of the time. Dance does not exist in a
vacuum, and we should not teach it as though it could.
The use of additional technologies is becoming more prevalent in the field, and care
is being taken to preserve works that are being created today. Labanotation score with
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music and with video documentation are a tour de force in the world of restaging and
reviving a dance. Restaging from score is a strong source of primary material for teaching
history, but in conjunction with quality video, we can continue to expand our understanding
of dance history. Many early modern dances, however, do not have these resources yet, and
so in using the score, we are keeping the work alive.
Restaging dance is not just for academia; it is not only for audiences of a certain
caliber of appreciation for the art. Restaging dance is for all audiences: dancers, scholars,
choreographers, patrons, enthusiasts, and movers alike. Restaging dance from
Labanotation score breathes life and love into pieces that were created before us with the
techniques that inform everything we as choreographers, dancers, and scholars, do today. If
we understand where we have come from, we can determine where we are going. It informs
us, and develops our way of considering movement. It reminds us that there is a cyclical
nature to our culture and society. It is my belief that as a community we should begin to
work this way to keep alive the tradition from which we have come, and to continue to
propel ourselves into a lasting art form. Our movement history does not have to be
ephemeral, and when we preserve it and keep it alive, we are able to use our bodies to
continue to influence the society and culture in which we exist and create and live. When
we bring these two distinct ways of learning and experiencing dance together, we are able
to relate to our past and enrich our current lives and dance work.
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